MEMORANDUM
TO: Director, FBI (105-110428)
FROM: SAC, Miami (105-8190)(C)
SUBJECT: LEGION BARAGUA IS - CUBA NM

Reference Bureau airtel 7/8/64 with CIA enclosure entitled "FINANCIAL BACKING BY PAULINO SIERRA AND PERSONS IN CHICAGO OF LEGION BARAGUA PLAN TO BOMB A PUBLIC EVENT IN CUBA; INVITATION OF MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES OF CUBA IN EXILE (FACT) TO VISIT A MILITARY CAMP DONATED BY AMERICANS."

Enclosed herewith are 12 copies of LHM dated and captioned as above.

Copies are being disseminated locally to the following agencies: TIA, ONI, G-2, INS, OSI, Border Patrol, Customs, Coast Guard and State Department, Coordinator of Cuban Affairs.

Enclosed LHM is classified CONFIDENTIAL inasmuch as it contains information from CIA so classified.